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About This Game

This is a story of a very coward prince Elrick.
The King have sent him into the journey to solve this problem during the sea adventures.

The game is made in soft pixel art style. It is a tactical puzzle.
All characters have such parameters as: health, attack and attack range.

You need to place your warriors on the isle in such a way to not let the enemy attack prince.
Sometimes a help of all warriors will be needed to move one character into right position.

The goal is to lead the prince through 40 dangerous isles to reach his princess.
Whoever has settled down on the isles – bandits, Papuans or warriors of the north, your warriors and tactics will help to dispose

of an enemy.
Go ahead! To the dream of a princess!
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Title: Tailwind
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ClickGames
Publisher:
ClickGames
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP1-3,Vista,7,8 and 10

Processor: 200 Mhz Pentium processor or higher

Memory: 250 MB RAM

Graphics: Must support of Direct3D 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

English,Russian
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Voice doesn't work until 3-5 min in-game. However, map is great both in multiplayer and single.. Seems that there is not much
to say about the game, catching eggs in different environments and conditions. But powerups are making it interesting. Once it
gets fast, it's hysterical to watch others playing :D. The game started out fine, teaching you the mechanics of the gameplay but it
quickly becomes very frustrating and not fun anymore.. It's a fun gesture, however, along with the other gestures that spawn
lights like Disco and others, only you can see them, I'm sort of disappointed others can't see the lights. Otherwise, I would totally
recommend this.. if you really, really want an arcadey, clean mechanical roguelike, Caves of Qud isn't for you. Those are also
the exact kind of roguelikes I like. The fact that I am recommending this anyway should tell you about something on how much
goddamn flavor and love is shoved into every single corner of the game, such that even a grumpus like me can't help but smile
whenever I boot it up.. I loved the first, I loved the sequel... Im not sure if I can say I like two more but its worth the buy even if
it was a little pricey. I love ur work guys. If you decide to make an Egg Time 3, I would love to see it and I can suggest a few
things-

I miss the new gadgets you get in ur hand every round like the first game.
I love the enviroments but they are just cool to look at, I would love to see some game changing or challenging different levels
like being surrounded by chickens or being far apart or something like that. For example I loved ping ponging eggs into two
buckets on the moon in the first game. I saw you used a conveyor in the tutorial, You could use that for moving chickens left
and right and stuff like that. I would love to see a third game with more levels, fun game changing challenges and much much
more. I love Egg Times addicting gameplay I came expecting something a bit more unexpected but I saw not much mechanical
game changes in the egg catching or anything like that. The game itself I think is also a lil pricey....
An endless mode would be fun where the eggs keep getting faster coming out and the number needed grows as well as less time
every round. The bomb seems easy to moneuver so I would suggest making it kill you unless you put it in the water bucket, or
destroying all eggs. I love the concept of the golden chicks hidden in each level. I went back and found all of them and I must
say it was quite fun. I didnt get the acheivment tho and got all seven but the board says I got only 6\/7. If you have any
suggestions on what to do or if you need to fix this Id apreciate it. I love ur games guys keep it up. I expected more from this
game however. I hope you mix it up a bit more next time. I also think the "Test Your Aim" can kill the flow of the gameplay a
bit. It also gave only points and plus 1 time but was however kinda fun but can be exploited as well. Love you guys <3 :) P.S, I
hope you have time to respond to me like last time.. Love this one and the bundle it comes in is amazing aswell, cheaper side is
not always worse, in this case its allot better. Great sequel. Had fun and good time playing it with family. Little chicks are cute..
Interesting game, reminds me of old russian handheld game with similar principles, so the gameplay is familiar. No issues while
playing on Rift. Controls are intuitive. Good choice if you want to try something fun and quick to learn in VR.
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Games like Max Payne and Superhot let you feel like a badass by using slow motion as a crutch, but this game lets you feel like
a badass in real time.
Hope you got your new car, Mike.. As the description says FPS Hotline Miami. Every level is well crafted and the snowflakes
give them a lot of depth - how you traverse through a level limited to melee weapons is completely different from being
restricted to guns or a set amount of time. It stays challenging, deaths rarely feel like the game's fault and the weapon rng adds
more flavor than fustration.. This game had me at Physics and AI.

To be entirely honest, I was a tad skeptical. I wasn't sure about it, and it seemed a tad wonky, but all in all its a load of fun. I play
a lot of Rocket League, and this game certainly is up to par if not better. I felt myself really getting into it as if it were an actual
sports game (and normally, I am not a sports fan).

Pros: Amazing physics engine, very pleased with it. A bit of a learning curve that isn't too much. TEAM MANAGEMENT
(although limited, still a very good mechanic)

Cons: It isn't particularly user friendly at first, but once you spend some time navigating the UI, it starts to feel a bit more
comfortable.

The AI is very interesting. All I can say is that I have a bot that keeps ramming the enemy goalie. Usually when the ball isn't
even over there. Not because he's a bad AI, hes just an A-hole.. PROS:
Fast addictive gameplay, but maybe a little too fast?
Strongest "one more time" feeling since Super Meat Boy
Gunplay feels surprisingly good, and incredibly satisfying
Tons of different ways to complete everything. There's no "right" solution. Most people will have their own strat for each level,
and I absolutely love that.
Enough content to make the $10 price tag well worth it

CONS:
Deaths feel a little unfair at times
Dumb complaint, but the loading screen doesn't last long enough to read some of the tips, and many of those tips give crucial
knowledge. Maybe a separate screen somewhere that lists the important ones?
You can easily see if guns on the ground have ammo, but you can't easily see if the gun you're holding has ammo.
No leaderboards unfortunately.

Overall, Season's Beatings is an extremely fast-paced yet strategic first-person shooter that toes the line between frustrating and
fun.. - Buggy
 - Limited resources, despite the description
 - Exporting to Ubuntu is a lot of work
 - Intentionally breaks WINE support
 - Often breaks assets, and projects, altogether
 - Super expensive for something that's so limiting, when there are much better engines out there for free
 - Requires frequent logging in
 - Mandatory updates, which also adds to the frequency at which you must log in
 - Have to log back in if you are offline for a certain amount of time
 - Have to log back in if you had a system roll-back
 - Have to log back in if you change any hardware
 - Have to log back in if your project is due within the next thirty minutes
 - Have to log back in if you're in a hurry
 - Have to log back in if you sneeze
 - Have to log back in if you're already having a bad day
 - etc.. fantastic rogue-like, very much like a massive surreal nethack
and with that said if you're a beginner to the genre or have only played simpler dungeon crawlers before (like me), seek out
beginner's guides
caves of qud has a lot of unique things going for it, and also just a lot of things going for it content-wise, so looking for tutorials
and opening guides are vital for new players
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edit 1: changed "rouge-like" into "rogue-like"; although i may try to play as a bat-thief next time if possible now that i think
about it
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